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bstract

An intriguing puzzle in cognitive neuroscience over recent years has been the common observation of parietal lobe activation in functional
euroimaging studies during the performance of human memory tasks. These findings have surprised scientists and clinicians because they
hallenge decades of established thinking that the parietal lobe does not support memory function. However, direct empirical investigation of
hether circumscribed parietal lobe lesions might indeed be associated with human memory impairment has been lacking. Here we confirm using
unctional magnetic resonance imaging that significant parietal lobe activation is observed in healthy volunteers during a task assessing recollection
f the context in which events previously occurred. However, patients with parietal lobe lesions that overlap closely with the regions activated
n the healthy volunteers nevertheless exhibit normal performance on the same recollection task. Thus, although the processes subserved by the
uman parietal lobe appear to be recruited to support memory function, they are not a necessary requirement for accurate remembering to occur.

2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

A number of recent reviews of the neuroimaging literature
ave noted the remarkable consistency with which parietal lobe
ctivation has been associated with human memory (Cabeza &
yberg, 2000; Rugg, Otten, & Henson, 2002; Wagner, Shannon,
ahn, & Buckner, 2005). Particularly evident has been the
reponderance of activations observed during tasks in which par-
icipants recollect the context in which previous events occurred
Rugg et al., 2002; Wagner et al., 2005). Indeed, if one were to
stimate the importance of a brain region for recollection on the
asis solely of how often activation is reported in neuroimaging
Please cite this article in press as: Simons, J. S., et al., Is the parietal lob
doi:10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2007.07.024

tudies, the parietal lobe might, surprisingly, be assumed to be
he most important region (Fig. 1). Such a conclusion would
e surprising because it would challenge more than 50 years
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f research establishing that frontal and medial-temporal lobe
egions are the critical areas for memory (Aggleton & Brown,
999; Fletcher & Henson, 2001; Simons & Spiers, 2003),
hereas the parietal lobe supports spatial attention processes not
bviously central to memory function (Critchley, 1953; Driver

Mattingley, 1998; Mesulam, 1999; Pardo, Fox, & Raichle,
991). However, the consistent activation of the parietal lobe
uring memory tasks needs to be understood if full characteri-
ations of memory are to be developed, as must related findings
uch as analysis of spontaneous correlations in brain activity sug-
esting the existence of a hippocampal-parietal memory network
n humans and monkeys (Vincent et al., 2006, 2007).

One key unresolved issue concerns whether circumscribed
arietal lobe lesions might be associated with impairment on
he same tests of recollection that provoke neuroimaging acti-
ation (Wagner et al., 2005). It is well known that damage to
e necessary for recollection in humans?, Neuropsychologia (2007),

edial parietal regions such as retrosplenial cortex and pre-
uneus results in amnesia (Cavanna & Trimble, 2006; Valenstein
t al., 1987), but little is known about the necessity of lateral
arietal regions for accurate remembering. Here, we present a

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2007.07.024
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Fig. 1. Histogram illustrating the consistency with which different brain regions
were activated in previous neuroimaging studies of recollection. Results included
in the meta-analysis contrasted correct source attributions or “remember”
responses, considered to require recollection of the context in which events
occurred, against correct item recognition, “know” responses, or other non-
recollective baseline conditions. A number of regions generally considered
to play an important role in memory, such as anterior (APFC), ventrolateral
(VLPFC) and dorsolateral (DLPFC) prefrontal cortex, thalamus, and the medial-
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emporal lobe (MTL), were in fact only observed in around half the neuroimaging
tudies to report whole-brain results. By contrast, lateral and, to a lesser extent,
edial regions of the parietal lobe are activated in the vast majority of recollec-

ion experiments.

ombined functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and
atient investigation of this issue, using a test of recollection
hich we first confirmed to elicit parietal lobe activation in
ealthy volunteers, before determining the test’s susceptibility to
arietal lobe lesions which overlapped closely with the regions
ctivated in the healthy volunteers. Given the critical role that the
ateral parietal lobe is known to play in spatial attention (Driver

Mattingley, 1998; Mesulam, 1999; Pardo et al., 1991), a non-
patial memory task was chosen for the present investigation so
hat our findings would not be confounded by spatial impair-

ents that might follow parietal lobe lesions. In addition, we
xamined whether parietal lobe involvement in recollection was
odulated by the use of different stimulus classes, such as words

nd faces (Kelley et al., 1998; Polyn, Natu, Cohen, & Norman,
005).

As illustrated in Fig. 2, participants first undertook a study
hase, in which they encountered words and famous faces and,
or each stimulus, were cued to make either a semantic judgment
“does the stimulus relate more to entertainment or to politics?”)
r a pleasantness judgment (“does the stimulus seem pleasant
r unpleasant to you?”). The following test phase examined
articipants’ ability to remember which of the two judgments
hey had previously undertaken with each stimulus: entertain-

ent/politics or pleasant/unpleasant (Simons, Gilbert, Owen,
letcher, & Burgess, 2005; Simons, Owen, Fletcher, & Burgess,
005). Such a task is considered a test of source recollection
ecause success requires retrieval of the context (the cognitive
perations that were engaged during the encoding task, as well
Please cite this article in press as: Simons, J. S., et al., Is the parietal lob
doi:10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2007.07.024

s other associated details) in which the stimulus was previously
ncountered (Johnson, Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993). If, as the
ersistent neuroimaging findings might suggest, the parietal lobe
s critically important for recollection, then significant impair-
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ents on our task would be predicted in patients whose lesions
verlap with the areas activated in healthy volunteers. If, how-
ver, the established thinking is correct that the parietal lobe is
ot central for recollection, we would predict that no significant
mpairments on our task would emerge.

. Methods

.1. Participants

Thirty-two right-handed native speakers of English (20 female; mean
ge = 22.9 years, range 18–29), with normal or corrected-to-normal vision, took
art in the two fMRI experiments (16 in each experiment). In addition, six
atients with stable, non-traumatic unilateral parietal lobe lesions took part in
he behavioral experiment, along with six healthy control volunteers, matched
ndividually with the patients on the basis of age and premorbid intelligence
see Table 1). Patients were recruited without regard for behavioral profile, on
he basis of their lesion record indicating stable, non-traumatic unilateral brain
njury affecting one of the areas of lateral parietal cortex that had exhibited sig-
ificant activation in the fMRI study (see Supplementary Fig. 1 for etiologies and
ndividual patient lesions, and Fig. 3b for overlap between the patients’ lesions
nd the areas of fMRI activation identified in the healthy volunteers). Informed
onsent was obtained from all participants in a manner approved by the Brigham
nd Women’s Hospital, Addenbrooke’s NHS Trust, and Cambridge Psychology
esearch Ethics Committees.

.2. Procedure

.2.1. fMRI experiments
In both fMRI experiments, the stimuli consisted of words and grayscale

hotographs of famous faces (120 of each in the first experiment and 80 of each
n the second). Forty percent of each class of stimuli related to entertainment
nd 40% to politics, and were used as target stimuli in the study and test phases
f the memory task. The remaining stimuli, which related to fields other than
ntertainment or politics, were used as baseline items in the test phases.

In the study phases (see Fig. 2), participants encountered words and famous
aces presented singly and, for each stimulus, were cued to make either a
emantic judgment (“does the stimulus relate more to entertainment or to
olitics?”) or a pleasantness judgment (“does the stimulus seem pleasant
r unpleasant to you?”). Additional orthogonal manipulations varied, in the
rst experiment, the side of the screen on which the stimuli were presented
nd, in the second experiment, which of two temporally-distinct lists stimuli
ppeared in. In the test phases, participants were presented with previously
ncountered target stimuli and, for half the stimuli, were cued to recollect
hich of the two judgments they had previously undertaken with each stim-
lus: entertainment/politics or pleasant/unpleasant. For the remaining target
timuli, participants were cued to recollect which side of the screen (first
xperiment) or which temporally-distinct list (second experiment) stimuli had
een presented in. In addition, non-studied baseline words and famous faces
ere presented and participants were cued to make living/non-living judg-
ents about the words or male/female judgments about the faces. Behavioral

esponses were made using a button box. The present analysis concentrates
n brain activity consistently observed across the test phases of both fMRI
xperiments associated with the contrast between recollection of the study
hase judgment that had been undertaken on target stimuli and the baseline
ondition, separately for words and faces. Brain regions associated with com-
on activation across stimulus classes during the other conditions mentioned

re discussed elsewhere (Simons, Gilbert et al., 2005; Simons, Owen et al.,
005).

.2.2. Patient experiment
e necessary for recollection in humans?, Neuropsychologia (2007),

In the patient experiment, the study phase consisted of 40 words and 40
amous faces which were presented singly in the center of the monitor screen,
nd participants were cued to make the same semantic or pleasantness judgments
s in the fMRI experiments. In the subsequent test phase, studied and non-studied
timuli were presented and participants recollected which of the two judgments

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2007.07.024
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Fig. 2. Examples of the stimuli used during the recollection task. In the study phase, participants encountered words or famous faces and were cued to make either
a semantic judgment (“does the stimulus relate more to entertainment or to politics?”) or a pleasantness judgment (“does the stimulus seem pleasant or unpleasant
to you?”) about them. In the test phase, participants were asked to remember which of the two judgments they had previously undertaken with each stimulus:
entertainment/politics or pleasant/unpleasant.

Table 1
Performance of the patients with parietal lobe lesions and matched control participants on a range of neuropsychological tests (see text for references)

Tests Parietal patients Controls

L1 L2 L3 R1 R2 R3 M S.D.

Mini-mental state exam (30) 30 30 28 30 30 29 29.17 0.98
Line bisection error (mm)a −6.5* 2.5 2.8 −1.3 2 −0.5 −0.26 2.97
Target cancellation (misses/60) 0 1 7* 0 0 0 1.00 1.26
Spatial biasb 0.84* 0.46 0.68* 0.48 0.45 0.36* 0.49 0.06
NART premorbid IQ (50) 29* 47 41 42 43 34 42.50 5.05
Boston naming test (60) 52* 59 59 60 60 60 59.20 1.79
Letter fluency 35 52 44 51 49 36 52.83 9.52
Trail making test—B (sec) 116* 70 103* 76 40 80 60.00 20.98
Rey figure copy (36) 29.5 35 36 36 34 33.5 35.60 0.89
Rey figure delayed recall (36) 21.5 24 19.5 22 20.5 13 19.90 6.21
Digit span score (30) 13* 24 12* 22 19 12* 22.40 3.36

L: left parietal lesion; R: right parietal lesion.
a Mean error from true midpoint in three bisections of lines 205 mm in length (−ve left, +ve right).
b Scores <0.5 = bias to right; scores >0.5 = bias to left.
* Significant impairment compared with controls.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2007.07.024
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Fig. 3. Close overlap between the parietal lobe regions activated in healthy volunteers during source recollection and the regions damaged in the patients with parietal
lobe lesions. (a) Brain regions consistently associated with source recollection across two separate fMRI experiments involving healthy volunteers included left
l faces
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ateral parietal cortex for words and bilateral lateral parietal cortex for famous
ource recollection than for a baseline condition, displayed on a 3D canonical b
ocation of the patients’ parietal lobe lesions and the areas of fMRI activation id

entertainment/politics or pleasant/unpleasant) they had made about the stimuli
hat they considered to have been previously encountered. Participants were
iven as much time as they needed to respond in the test phase; in fact, the
atients and healthy control participants did not differ in their response times, t
10) = 0.77; P = 0.46.
Please cite this article in press as: Simons, J. S., et al., Is the parietal lob
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.2.3. Neuropsychological assessment
Patients and healthy controls were also administered a battery of neuropsy-

hological tests that included measures of visual neglect (line bisection: Wilson,

n
c
t
l
o

, among other areas. Figure shows activation that was significantly greater for
(b) Lesion overlay diagrams illustrating the close correspondence between the
ed in the healthy volunteers.

ockburn, & Halligan, 1987; target cancellation: Weintraub & Mesulam, 1985),
isuospatial bias (Peers et al., 2005), premorbid intelligence (NART: Nelson &
illison, 1991), semantic processing (Boston naming test: Kaplan, Goodglass,
Weintraub, 1983), and executive functions (Trail making test: Tombaugh,

004) (see Table 1). As the patients were at least 6 months post-insult, they did
e necessary for recollection in humans?, Neuropsychologia (2007),

ot exhibit profound visual attentional impairments such as florid neglect, which
an accompany acute parietal lobe injury. However, evidence of changes in spa-
ial bias (Peers et al., 2005) remained, with two of the patients with left parietal
esions exhibiting a significant tendency to attend preferentially to the left side
f space. A similar attentional bias to the ipsilesional side of space was also

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2007.07.024
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pparent in each of the patients with right-sided lesions, reaching significance
n one case.

.3. Imaging acquisition and data analysis

A 3T Bruker system was used in both fMRI experiments to acquire echo-
lanar functional images (TR = 1100 ms, TE = 27.5 ms, 21 interleaved axial
lices oriented ∼10◦ from the AC–PC transverse plane, 4 mm thickness, 1 mm
nter-slice skip). Data were preprocessed and analyzed using SPM2 (Wellcome
epartment of Imaging Neuroscience, London). Images were corrected for dif-

erences in slice acquisition time and effects of motion, before undergoing an
ndistortion procedure using magnetic field maps (Cusack, Brett, & Osswald,
003) and being normalized to an EPI template in MNI stereotactic space. Nor-
alized images were re-sampled into 3 mm cubic voxels and then spatially

moothed with an 8 mm FWHM isotropic Gaussian kernel. Random effects sta-
istical analysis was undertaken using conjunction contrasts to identify brain
egions consistently activated across the two fMRI experiments, using non-
phericity correction (Friston et al., 2002). Activations were reported if they
xceeded the threshold of P < 0.001 corrected for multiple comparisons across
he entire brain and consisted of at least 10 contiguous voxels. Patients’ lesions
ere traced from structural MRI scans or lesion diagrams and overlayed with

he areas of fMRI activation from the healthy volunteers using MRIcro software
Rorden & Brett, 2000).

. Results

.1. Parietal lobe activation during source recollection

The analysis focuses initially on the brain regions showing
onsistent activation across the test phases of two separate fMRI
xperiments involving healthy volunteers (Fig. 3a). Correctly
ecollecting the study phase judgment previously undertaken
ith word stimuli (mean accuracy = 0.72, standard devia-

ion = 0.17), versus baseline, was associated with significantly
bove-threshold activation in left lateral parietal cortex (Brod-
ann’s area (BA) 40/7). Recollection involving face stimuli

mean accuracy = 0.73, standard deviation = 0.17) led to sig-
ificant activation in brain regions that included both left and
ight lateral parietal cortex (also BA 40/7). Looking at each
arietal region individually, there was no difference in activa-
ion between stimulus classes in left lateral parietal cortex, t
31) = 0.02; P = 0.99, but right lateral parietal cortex was signif-
cantly more involved during recollection of faces than words,
(31) = 2.41; P < 0.05. Analysis of data from one of the fMRI
xperiments, in which there was sufficient power to permit com-
arison of successful and unsuccessful recollection, revealed
hat activation in both parietal cortices was sensitive to recollec-
ion accuracy, F (1, 15) > 7.5; P < 0.015. Outside lateral parietal
ortex, significant recollection-related activation was observed
or words and faces consistently across both experiments in ante-
ior (BA 10), ventrolateral (BA 47/45) and dorsolateral (BA 9)
egions of prefrontal cortex, as well as in precuneus (BA 7).
oles played by these other regions have been discussed else-
here (Simons, Gilbert et al., 2005; Simons, Owen et al., 2005),

nd we do not consider them further here.
Please cite this article in press as: Simons, J. S., et al., Is the parietal lob
doi:10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2007.07.024

.2. Source recollection following parietal lobe lesions

As noted in Section 2, patients were recruited on the basis
f their lesion record indicating stable, non-traumatic unilat-

h
e
F
i

ig. 4. Performance of the patients with left and right parietal lobe lesions and
atched control participants on the memory task assessing source recollection

nvolving words and famous faces. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean.

ral brain injury affecting one of the areas of lateral parietal
ortex that had exhibited significant activation across the fMRI
xperiments. Fig. 3b illustrates the substantial overlap between
he patients’ lesions and the areas of fMRI activation identi-
ed in the healthy volunteers. The key question is whether

he patients with parietal lobe lesions would exhibit signifi-
ant impairment on our source recollection task. Despite the
lose overlap between the lesions and the areas of fMRI activa-
ion, no significant impairments were observed in recollecting
hich of the study phase judgments was made about pre-
iously encountered stimuli (Fig. 4). Using non-parametric
ann–Whitney tests, the patients with parietal lobe lesions were

nimpaired in recollection involving words, U = 14.5; P = 0.59,
r faces, U = 16.0; P = 0.82. Even using more powerful, but less
obust, parametric t-tests, no significant differences emerged
etween the parietal lobe patients and controls in recollection
nvolving words, t (10) = 0.94; P = 0.38, or faces, t (10) = 0.39;
= 0.71.
Non-significant group differences might always potentially

e attributable to insufficient power. To assess the reliability
f these group results across individual patients, therefore, we
alculated for each patient whether his/her source recollection
cores were greater than two standard deviations below the
cores of the patient’s matched control participant. Using this
easure, one of the patients with left parietal damage (patient
1) exhibited significant impairment in recollection involving

amous faces, but not words. This patient was among those who
xhibited a significant spatial bias, tending to attend preferen-
ially to the left side of space (see Section 2). However, this
ttentional bias is unlikely to be an explanation for his poor per-
ormance on the faces recollection task as he was 100% correct
n the semantic judgment made using identical stimuli during
he study phase, suggesting he had little difficulty perceiving
he stimuli. Poor performance of this patient on a number of the
europsychological tasks administered (see Table 1) indicated
eneralized difficulty in a range of cognitive domains, to which
e necessary for recollection in humans?, Neuropsychologia (2007),

is reduced recollection of faces may be attributable. In fact,
xamination of patient L1’s structural scan (see Supplementary
ig. 1) suggests that there may be some extension of his lesion

nto the frontal lobes, damage to which is known to cause consid-

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2007.07.024
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rable recollection impairment (Duarte, Ranganath, & Knight,
005; Simons et al., 2002).

Critically, all the remaining patients, whose lesions did not
ncroach into the frontal lobes, performed normally at recollect-
ng both words and faces. Furthermore, there was no evidence
or stimulus class differences in source recollection when con-
rasting the patients with left and right parietal lesions as a
hole (potentially analogous to the effect observed in the fMRI
ata). When recollection of words and faces was examined sep-
rately for each group of patients, no differences in recollection
etween stimulus classes emerged either for patients with left
arietal lobe lesions, Wilcoxon Z = 0; P = 0.99, or right parietal
obe lesions, Z = 0.27; P = 0.79. Again, this result was replicated
sing parametric t-tests, tmax = 0.45, Pmin = 0.70.

. Discussion

Overall, the data from this study demonstrate that parietal
obe lesions which overlap closely with the regions activated
n healthy volunteers during source recollection are not associ-
ted with significantly impaired performance on the same source
ecollection task. This study is, as far as we are aware, the first
irect empirical investigation to focus on the effects of pari-
tal lobe lesions on memory function in humans, despite many
ears of research into the role the region plays in other cogni-
ive abilities, such as visual attention. Our findings correspond
ith the impression of many clinicians and neuropsychologists

hat patients with lateral parietal lobe damage do not typically
uffer from an amnesic syndrome (Critchley, 1953; Driver &

attingley, 1998; Mesulam, 1999; Pardo et al., 1991), and are
onsistent with reports of patients with posterior cortical atrophy,
ho exhibit neuronal degeneration affecting parietal regions, but

n whom memory is often relatively preserved until late in the
rogression of the disease (Benson, Davis, & Snyder, 1988).

The present results are also consistent with a recent investiga-
ion by Rossi et al. (2006) of the effects of transient disruption
f parietal lobe activity following transcranial magnetic stim-
lation (TMS). Rossi et al. reported “negligible” effects on
ecognition memory performance of TMS to similar areas of
arietal cortex as were lesioned in the patients described here.
espite the lack of an impact on recognition memory, TMS to

hese parietal regions did disrupt performance on a visual atten-
ion task (Rossi et al., 2006), consistent with the findings in
he present experiment and in the previous literature. Although
ecognition memory is generally considered to depend on con-
ributions from recollection and familiarity (Mandler, 1980;
onelinas, 2002), Rossi et al. did not examine whether pari-
tal lobe TMS affected performance of a source recollection
ask specifically. The present data would predict little detrimen-
al effect on such a task of TMS targeting the same regions
f parietal cortex as were activated in the present fMRI experi-
ents. However, further studies are required to address this issue

onclusively.
Please cite this article in press as: Simons, J. S., et al., Is the parietal lob
doi:10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2007.07.024

If, as the data from the present experiment suggest, pari-
tal lobe dysfunction does not result in recollection impairment,
n important question is why the parietal lobe so consistently
xhibits functional activation during neuroimaging studies of
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ecollection (Fig. 1). One obvious possible explanation could
e that the recollection task employed in the present experiment
ay not have been sensitive enough to reveal a memory deficit

hat might be present in the patients with parietal lobe lesions.
hile this is always a possible explanation in experiments that

eport non-significant differences between patients and controls,
e took considerable care when piloting to ensure that con-

rol participants would be below ceiling levels of performance
their mean recollection score was in fact 0.75), maximizing
he possibility that a significant deficit would emerge if it did
xist. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the patients were also
nimpaired at delayed recall of the Rey figure (see Table 1).
owever, future studies that adopt other measures of memory

unction (evaluating, for example, confidence or richness of rec-
llection) are needed to ensure that our results are not due solely
o the tasks we used. Another possible explanation is that only
atients with unilateral parietal lobe lesions were included in
he present study, and that bilateral lesions might be required
or memory dysfunction to be observed. It is very unusual for
atients to present with selective bilateral parietal lobe lesions
hat do not also implicate many other brain regions. However, the
ilateral parietal neurodegeneration associated with posterior
ortical atrophy generally results in fewer memory difficulties
han are usually reported in typical Alzheimer’s disease (Benson
t al., 1988).

Alternatively, it may be that although processes supported
y the lateral parietal lobe can contribute to memory func-
ion, these processes are not critical to recollection success.
or example, if the parietal lobe subserves visuospatial attention
rocesses as is commonly supposed, perhaps healthy individu-
ls recruit these processes to orient attention towards particular
spects of internally-represented mnemonic information when
erforming a recollection task (Rugg & Wilding, 2000; Wagner
t al., 2005). One possibility is that, following a parietal lobe
esion, functional reorganization might occur such that neigh-
oring intact brain tissue takes on the processes of attending
o mnemonic representations. However, there is little evidence
or such rapid reorganization of memory functions in the lit-
rature. Alternatively, patients with parietal lobe lesions may
evelop a different strategy when recollecting contextual details
hat relies on processes subserved by other brain regions known
lso to be involved in memory function, such as the frontal
nd medial-temporal lobes (Fletcher & Henson, 2001; Simons

Spiers, 2003). Evidence for possible differential utilization
f brain regions within this putative fronto-parieto-medial-
emporal memory network (Fletcher & Henson, 2001; Simons &
piers, 2003; Vincent et al., 2006, 2007) will require the study
f patients with parietal lesions who are performing memory
asks while being scanned using fMRI. Such studies, perhaps
ncluding analysis of connectivity between regions in the puta-
ive network, will allow determination of whether patients with
arietal lobe lesions are able to show accurate recollection by
rawing on functional parietal tissue that may remain, or whether
e necessary for recollection in humans?, Neuropsychologia (2007),

hey are recruiting other compensatory brain regions to support
heir ability to remember past events.

To conclude, in the present study we found that patients
ith circumscribed brain lesions that overlapped closely with

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2007.07.024
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he parietal lobe regions activated in an fMRI study of source
ecollection involving healthy volunteers nevertheless exhibited
ormal source recollection performance. Despite parietal cor-
ex activation being reported in numerous fMRI experiments of

emory, therefore, the currently available lesion and TMS evi-
ence suggests that the lateral parietal cortex is not necessary
or accurate remembering to occur. Replication and extension of
hese findings is required before the necessity of parietal cortex
or memory can be fully understood. However, one consequence
f the current evidence is that investigators may choose to adopt
aution in seeking to generate elaborate theories detailing the
ritical role that the parietal lobe might play in memory. What-
ver role is played by this region may not be critical, and might
erhaps turn out to be better understood as some kind of sup-
lementary, strategy-dependent function that can contribute to
he mnemonic operations subserved by other, more necessary
egions in the distributed cortical memory network.
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